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TALES of FAT FETUS and the T-WORD 
 

 

In the twenty years that I've been posting unpopular opinions in the public space of the 
NeoNatoConsensusNet, I've been called a "troll" by Christians, Jews, Muslims, White 
supremacists, Black Obamanauts, Alt-Righters, Lefty-Liberals, NeoCons, Anarcho-
Academics, Hilaryoids, Bushnicks, Petersonettes, Zizekians,  Murkkans, Israelis, Konsumer 
Kids, MGTOWers, Hipster Queers, Homeowning Straights, "Race Realist" Delusionals, 
Chops-licking Misogynists, Trans Activists, RadFems, Blackface Pop Enthusiasts, Batman-
loving Undergrads, YouTube-Celebrity minions, i-phone Commies,  Thick-Fingered 
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Vulgarians, Demoblicans, Republicrats, Snowdenizers, Assange-ites, NASA-jocks, Wiccans, 
Darwinians and Pregnant Women. 

That last group... pregnant women: what did I do to incur their utterly righteous wrath? Cute 
story.  

Right after beloved Wife gave birth (fairly easily: 3 hours from the beginning of the real 
contractions until Daughter was at Wife's breast like a champion swimmer, after some medal-
winning, with a beer) I was in a euphorically generous mood and stopped by a birthing forum 
with useful Firsthand Info. Pangloss-like, I left a comment to the effect that pregnant 
women,  in their early stages, should avoid (as Wife avoided it) packing on gratuitous 
pounds, despite the hoary Sitcom tradition of "craving and wolfing a banana split covered in 
hot fudge, tacos and cheesecake," which can't possibly have an evolutionary explanation as a 
supposedly "natural instinct" and is clearly just nonsense: a fat fetus is much, much harder to 
birth. And fat mothers have greater health risks. And fat fetuses often grow into obese 
toddlers. And so on. 

"You may be eating for two but one of you is the size of a frog for a good chunk of the 
pregnancy, Ladies" I wrote, with naive wit*. Cue: whitehot pregnant shitstorm of  dozens of 
"radiant" women calling me a tiny-dicked bed-wetting fetus-abusing Troll writing from his 
mother's basement. 

But, Hey: I was already used to fury-propelled comment thread denunciations by then 
because that is precisely the same mechanism behind every comment thread shitstorm I've 
ever triggered.  I was expressing a carefully-considered opinion much too far beyond the 
appropriate boundaries of the Herdthink Binary range. I failed to express a borrowed 
(subliminally-imposed) opinion and delivered a logical, fact-based, sincere and meticulously 
contrarian comment instead.  

Any questions? 

Q: How can every decent, virtue-signalling, zombie-parrot consumer-citizen of NATONIA 
avoid making your terrible mistake and thereby avoid living the well-informed, logic-
burdened life of a Troll? 

A: Why, simply parrot the Party Line that is assigned to your demographic! 

Q: How will I know which Party Line is assigned to my demographic? 

A: Simply check with your AOL. 

Q: My "AOL"? 

A: Your Attitudes 'n Opinions Leader. 

Q: Who is that? 

A: They are your Most Trusted Celebrities... the ones who somehow seem a little more 
"soulful" than the rest of the famous folk. The ones you imagine receiving fatherly or 
avuncular or brotherly advice from in times of trouble. You know: Brad Pitt, Tom Hanks, 
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George Clooney, Anthony Bourdain (oops), Stephen Colbert, Jon Stewart... people like that. 
Not so much Jimmy Fallon (though Fallon never ever contradicts the feeling-tone established 
by the aforementioned)... people like Fallon are just there to give people like Clooney or Pitt 
an occasional special ad hoc platform, and make them look good. The way Letterman and 
Leno used to. 

Hundreds of millions of dollars will go into building the Most Trusted Celebrity Persona of 
a Tom Hanks type. Movie scripts are crafted for starring vehicles that will add layer upon 
layer of Perceived Trustworthiness, Perceived Down-Homey-ness, Perceived Wisdom, 
Perceived Geo-Political Smarts to the Persona. Ten, fifteen, twenty... even thirty years can go 
into the careful creation of a Most Trusted Celebrity Persona.  The image of the Most 
Trusted Celebrity Persona is very carefully burnished and ring-fenced from taint of scandal 
(unlike disposable lower-celebrities) so when a very specific, Propaganda-delivering 
blockbuster about Somali "Pirates," or America's Taliban-creating, crypto-Cold War hijinks 
in Reagan-era Afghanistan comes out,  the target-demo is hit directly in The Feels and the 
desired Attitudes 'n Opinions are installed as deeply as possible. 

TFIC** can't engineer Consent until they've managed your Attitudes 'n Opinions. It is 
highly technical shit. Da Massas (Psychopathic Right Wingers by evolutionary definition) are 
centuries ahead of the Arrogant Lefty Hipsters who kind of assume they're smarter than 
"conservatives" (euphemism for Psychopathic Right Wingers or Psychopathic Right Winger 
Wannabes). And perhaps the average Arrogant Lefty Hipster  is smarter than the average 
Conservative but he/she isn't smarter than the big bucks Conservative ThinkTank from 
whence the gameplans issue. 

Q: Okay, but what about Arrogant Lefty Hipsters who avoid Hollywood blockbusters? 
Some of these Hipsters are articulate and degree'd and have responsible jobs and may express 
opinions that could feasibly infect a nearby member of a demographic that's a little lower in 
the social pyramid; many of them are young and energetic and possess enough managerial 
skills to cause a cascade-effect of problems in Hegemony's Pyramidal Machine;  how do 
TFIC manage the Attitudes 'n Opinions of the potentially obstructive/destructive demographic 
of these Arrogant Lefty Hipsters ? 

A: Same as all of the above: AOLs. The Arrogant Lefty Hipsters watch TV like everybody 
else, don't they? Jon Stewart, until recently, took care of a large part of that narrow slice of 
the demographic pie, and his replacements (Trevor Noah, John Oliver) still do. For the 
especially esoteric Hipsters TFIC have AOL's like... (now don't get upset).... "Edward 
Snowden," Julian Assange... 

Q: (spits out Spirulina Smoothie) Julian Assange!  St. Jules?  The guy with the cool hair? But 
he's "done so much for Humanity!" And suffered so much in return! How can you... how 
dare you....? 

A: Please list the changes, for the good of us Serfs, that Assange/ Wikileaks hath 
wrought. I know the guy was weirdly detained for seven years and got a sandpapery handjob 
from an aging starlet and even had his shaving cream confiscated at the end, but suffering is 
not an accomplishment (just as punishment from a corrupt regime is not proof of Sainthood, 
nor poof of the game-changing efficacy of the punished: it's merely proof that The Narrative 
must be supported by a plausible level of detail. For example: look at the TSA. Does anyone 
over forty with a human IQ really believe that the TSA exists because TFIC genuinely 
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believe there's a Turriss Threat to counter? TFIC created The Turriss.  TSA exists to 
dehumanize and control YOU, and to support The Narrative, just as The Narrative is 
supported by JA's passion play). 

(To be honest, I personally enjoyed seeing the Clinton Hydra fucked out of a third and fourth 
term of rapey co-Presidenting, and have to credit Assange/Wikileaks for working with certain 
powerful partners to help block those two, but let's not kid ourselves that the faceless Mega-
Demons formerly behind the Clinton Hydra-puppet aren't now behind the Trump puppet: 
least best worst of interrelated Evils? Net Gain Zilch). 

Seriously: name, specifically, all the great concrete things Wiki/Assange did for "humanity" 
since the CIA-complicit-media nudged both, with a wink, into the Spotlight c. 2007. Sure, 
Leakydumps were conveniently used, here and there, to harmonize with US GOV's sneaky 
efforts at regime change in, say, Egypt and Ukraine, or to fuck with certain power players at 
the apparent behest of rival power players (as info-brokers with lucrative leaks-
filtering/distributing capabilities are often called on to do, in the Spygame)... but what was 
ever in it for us Serfs, whose interests Wikileaks can't really have been structured to worry 
about. "Humanitarianism" is just the default mask that Power (and power) wears these days. 
"Save the children," right? But bomb the fuck out of them first. 

I'll tell you one very BAD thing Julian did with his AOLness. Assange the AOL info-broker 
helped to pooh-pooh what should have been obvious public interest in the biggest 
cornerstone conspiracy of the 21st century (biggest not because 3,000+ Murkkans, instead 
of Arabs or Africans, died, for a change, but because the Gov that pretends to want to protect 
Murkkans, at all costs, was the very force that killed these 3,000+ Murkkans and not via 
ineptitude: on purpose). Imagine AOLs like Snowden, Assange, Clooney, Hanks, Pitt, 
Stewart, Colbert and Bourdain all uniting in 2009 or 2016 to say "LOOK INTO 9/11, FOLKS! 
THE WHOLE HOUSE OF CARDS IS BUILT ON IT!"  

That would have been the Global Revolution  right there (whatever a bunch of chin-stroking 
dupes, who think "exposing corruption in the DNC" is earthshaking shit, say: it ain't, kid:  
merely "confirming" what everybody has assumed,  since Watergate,  is not a game-changer; 
it's not even worth half a fucking frisson). Helping to focus Duh Masses on the PNAC ground 
zero of 9/11 would have been that Global Revolution but Assange did his bit to make sure the 
opposite continued to happen. Assange, Chomsky, Ta Nehisi Coates, Amy Goodman, 
Bourdain, Robert Downey Jr,  Ms. Blah-Blah from Game of Thrones or Mr. Blah Blah Blah 
from Boardwalk Empire: the entire  Psychodemographic spectrum is thoroughly covered. 
The Psychodemographic cinders never stop bouncing. The Military Industrial Entertainment 
Complex is not conceptualized and maintained by bumblers, whatever Arrogant Lefty 
Hipsters choose to believe. Hegemony stronger than ever (despite laughable headlines on 
various "radical sites" promising COLLAPSE OF EMPIRE IMMINENT: nah). 

Wars were not abolished nor weakened by "leaks," the Mass Surveillance Parasite was not 
cauterized by "sunlight"  nor embarrassed out of existence nor even reduced to sniveling Cold 
War levels. In fact, if anything, every shadowy Evil Wikileaks was supposedly in place to 
counter has ramped up in the years since WL hit the scene and the drip-drip-drip of the WL 
releases helped to inoculate Duh Masses, and the all-important Electorate, specifically,  over 
a gentle gradient of years, against the shock of the horrors of "revealed" things such as (gasp) 
soldiers committing murder.  What a paradigm-shifter... it's almost as though (the never-
punished) Lt. William Calley never happened. 
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(Side note about our Kafkaesquely PC Ideals for the Military: Xenotropic Genocide is okay, 
but Rape between soldiers will not be tolerated, got it? There is no place for Misogyny 
among our Kill-Sporting Mercenaries). 

Not to mention how much harder (by orders of magnitude) it will be to "leak" and 
"whistleblow" (more actually damaging material) in the future. Tactically speaking, the 
very first "leaks" should have been knockout punches. Why were they so carefully 
filtered? Are you telling me that there's no footage, on Earth, of any currently-famous 
politician or oligarch fucking a child?**** No damning conversations or documents 
regarding the actual non-humanitarian objectives of The Eternal Oil Wars? No damningly 
revelatory documents about the Propaganda Organs (eg BBC, CNN, NYT, WAPO, HuffPo, 
et al) which help the Imperial Simulocracy hold its absurd shape? Isn't it sort of amazing 
that the material that was leaked/released inhabited that strangely delicate zone of overlap 
between stuff that looks the most upsetting and stuff the least likely to lead to structural 
changes in The System? 

Remember that Historic, first big Leakydumps "Collateral Murder" Coup: A vid clip of 
brownskinned Turriss civilians... journalists hanging with "combatant types"... suddenly "lit 
up" by a trigger-happy Murrkkan helicopter pilot: America winced... though quite a few 
Murrkkans cheered, overtly or not... and... uh...  moved on. Well done, Wiki. Imagine if you 
hadn't been so selective about what you leaked? Imagine if you'd leaked what must be the 
somewhat copious evidence that we, the Serfs of NATO, are considered NATO's enemies as 
well and are just as plausibly subject to detainment and/or peremptory random ex-judicial 
execution? Imagine if you'd  (eg) leaked a transcript of Dickie Cheney congratulating Donnie 
Rumsfeld on a 9/11 that went off with only a few notable glitches***.  Chaos, surely, might 
have ensued. Instead, what we got, as explicated with unwitting irony by a typical pro-
Wikileaks paper: 

"The first few weeks after the release of Collateral Murder, in conjunction with the Iraq and 
Afghanistan war logs, reflected the power of these images. In 2011, I wrote an article for Le 
Monde Diplomatique (Christensen, 2011c) in which I argued that the period shortly after the 
release of the Collateral Murder video and Afghanistan/Iraq war logs demonstrated the 
potential impact of WikiLeaks mainstream media collaboration. I described this as,  

 
International Journal of Communication 8 (2014) Afterlife of Collateral Murder 2595 a rare 
and exciting (albeit short) period of political, professional and cultural introspection, 
particularly in the United States. U.S. foreign policy and military spending, civilian deaths 
and possible war crimes in Iraq, journalistic under-performance after 9/11, and government 
transparency were all thrust into the open as topics for consideration. (Christensen, 2011c, 
para. 6) 

 
"This was not revolution, of course [emphasis mine]. Most people in the United States and 
United Kingdom do not read The New York Times or The Guardian, and it would be an 
exercise in romanticism to argue that the publication of the leaks related to Iraq and 
Afghanistan would lead to any immediate, substantial political change. Yet, as I asserted, to 
argue this would be to miss the point. The leaks prompted “a radical critique of U.S. military 
and geo-political power into mainstream popular discourse (particularly in the U.S.),” and the 
very presence of this critique “opened up the possibility that the murky world of US power 
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might now be forced to concede ground to transparency advocates” (Christensen, 2011c, 
para. 7). 

Since 2010, however, the relationship between WikiLeaks and news outlets turned sour 
(Christensen, 2011d). But the broken relationship between WikiLeaks and the mainstream 
news media does not change the fact that it marked a shift in how activist organizations might 
collaborate with their mainstream counterparts to the benefit of citizens." 

This was not a revolution, of course, of course (and does the naive author of the cited paper 
not understand the function and meaning of those "mainstream counterparts"? Can anyone 
still be that naive?). Not-a-Revolution is always the point, no? To give us, the Credulous 
Serfs, some cyclical generational Heroes and Champions and Movements and Hope-isms to 
afford us some measure of the illusion of Agency, the projected Agency embodied by tailor-
made Most Trusted Celebrity Personae, preciselyso we never consider doing anything as 
rash as simply refusing to participate, to pull out of the game entirely, with open-eyed 
disgust. 

Twenty million people with "good jobs" boycotting gasoline for six months: that's a concrete 
and leveraged prescription for change. Leaks prompting “a radical critique of U.S. military 
and geo-political power into mainstream popular discourse" is a prescription for idle fucking 
chit chat. The tiny little pointy little psychopathic top of the pyramid cannot exist without its 
massive, weirdly passive, bottom: chat or shout or march and virtue-signal all you want... but 
stay put. Stare longingly at cool posters of Assange, Bourdain, Bowie, Prince, Pitt, Samuel 
Jackson,  AOC and Yanis Varoufakis et al, on your cubicle walls. Stare and Stay put, cog. 

The point is to keep you participating, believing, consuming, following the narrative(s) and 
fully inhabiting our Media-prescribed roles as Christians, Jews, Muslims, White 
supremacists, Black Obamanauts, Alt-Righters, Lefty-Liberals, NeoCons, Anarcho-
Academics, Hilaryoids, Bushnicks, Petersonettes, Zizekians,  Murkkans, Israelis, Konsumer 
Kids, MGTOWers, Hipster Queers, Homeowning Straights, "Race Realist" Delusionals, 
Chops-licking Misogynists, Trans Activists, RadFems, Blackface Pop Enthusiasts, Batman-
loving Undergrads, YouTube-Celebrity minions, Commies,  Thick-Fingered Vulgarians, 
Demoblicans, Republicrats, Snowdenizers, Assange-ites, NASA-jocks, Wiccans, 
Darwinians, Pregnant Women... 

Oh: and Trolls.  

Yours, 

SA 

 *Also, if you don't eat like a whole class of second-graders on Halloween rations and 
become a tottering blimp, your boobs won't fall when/if you lose the titanic weight gain and 
neither will you be able to hide Mercury dimes in the furrows of your stretch-marks. 
Seriously. 

**The Fuckers in Charge 

***I write this knowing all too well that literal-minded Believers will seize on that specific 
sentence and react with "What, you're accusing Wikileaks of the 'crime' of not releasing 
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imaginary leaks of your own invention?" No, I'm arguing that it's rather implausible that 
there's no damning "leak" material available,  anywhere on Earth, regarding, at the very least, 
the Biggies among what we all understand were Intentional Crimes of State: Higher 
Culpability in Iran/Contra; 9/11;  the PNAC Invasions and Genocides of EurAsia; the  
assassinations of RFK, MLK, MX; the Israel Project... nothing damning, for anyone currently 
in power, regarding any of that? Please. 

****Interestingly, collateral material in the DNC Leaks was highly suggestive of systemic 
pedophilia at the top, but that material was very quickly given a cartoonish label (Pizzagate) 
and Troother-shamed as a "distraction" deliberately inserted to keep your focus off of HRC's, 
and the DNC's, "more serious" crimes. Uh: wha? That would be like deliberately inserting 
evidence of murder to distract from a perjury investigation. How Stoopid does theys be 
thinking we is?  A: lots. It worked. HRC, we are told, by fiery crusading Lefty-Liberals, 
should be under investigation for storing classified documents in a private email account! 
MY GOD: earthshaking! And we have Wikileaks to thank for that stunning accusation. Um, 
are you beginning to see how it works, yet? 

 


